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1. A fragrnented and scanered tradition
Francis personally wrote or dictated numerous texts. His

contemporaries were well aware of this. Already in his Flsr Life,Thonas of
Celano explicitly mentions the Testamenr (lC 17) and the letters Francis
wrote to Hugolino of Ostia, "impelled by the needs of the Order lreligio)
they both served, or, more often, moved by the love of Christ" (lC 100 ).
So, these were "political" letters that dealt with problems of the Order, but
they were also friendly and spiritual letters. None of them have survived. By
citing phrases or imitating their themes and wording, Thomas also shows

that he knows quite a few others: the Eailier Rule, the Admonitions, the
Canticle of the Creatures, the Praisu of God, perhaps True and Perfect Joy md
some of the letters. Mention of the writings is found in the later legendae and

chronicles of the Order, where we also find evidence of other writings lost
today. The episodes attributable to Brother Leo speak of a letter of blessing

and absolution written to Clare, and of some "holy words with chant"
composed for the Poor Ladies of San Damiano (CA 15 and 85). There are

excellent reasons that enable us to identi& th" Canticle of Exhortation
("Audite poaerelle'), discovered in the late 1970s, with these "holy words."'

'For its discovery and editing, see Boccali 1978. Baldelli 1981 and 1986 has

expressed doubts. Menichetti 1983 offers a careful and persuasive defense of
Franciscan authorship of tJrris lauda.
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Clare herself refers to a "writing" of Francis regarding observance of the fast
to which she and the sisters were bound (3LAg 36) and to "many writings"
he is said to have given them encouraging them never to turn away from the
observance of poverty (festCl 34).' Thomas of Eccleston mentions a letter
to the minister provincial and brothers of France, written "in his own hand,"
on the occasion of the Chapter of l22l; he also mentions another letter to
the schools of Bologna, "in which there was bad Latin" and in which Francis
foretold the earthquake that took place on Christrnas day (ChrTE 6). There
is a letter to Jacoba dei Settesoli, sent shortly before his death and
mentioned in a Leonine episode and in Thomas of Celano's Treatise on tbe
Miracles (CA 8; 3C 37). Later sources also speak of "short letters," which
Bartoli Langeli (1994a, 152-53) persuasively suggests were letters of
blessing.

Such losses reflect the vague and uncertain organization of the
Order and the very nature of these writings, "which had no juridic
significance and only elementary material support, and for that reason were
easily lost" (ibid., p. 150). They also indicate that it was only later-rather
late in the thirteenth century, I would say-that any thought was given to
collecting his writings more or less systematically. This is confirmed by the
fact that not one of the great late-thirteenth- and fourteenth-century
collections contains all the writings that have come down to us. Some of
them have been preserved in complete isolation, thanks to a single outside
witness (for example, the Letter to the Custodians and the first edition of the
Letter to tbe FaithfuI).

Most extraordinary for those times, we possess rwo (it would be
more correct to say three) Latin autographs of Francis. One is the so-called
cbartula preserved in the Sacro Convento in fusisi, which has the Praises of
God on one side and on the other the Blessingfor Brother Leo, who adds some
very important explanatory notes. The other is a short note, also addressed
to Leo, preserved in the archives of the cathedral in Spoleto. This was no
accident. It is obvious from their state of preservation and the way in which
they were kept that their recipient immediately regarded them as precious
relics of a saint, with all the inevitably associated "powers," and that he kept
them as such (ibid., 134-35).

Besides the Later Rule, whose text is inserted in the official bull
from the papal chancery and also transcribed in a very large number of
manuscripts (each Franciscan house was supposed to have one), and the

'Maleczek 1995 maintains that the Testament of Clare is apocryphal; his
arg'uments do not seem entirely convincing, but the question will need to be taken up
agarn.
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Testament, often attached to it, a certain number of Francis's writings have

come down to us in a series of collections. Their content is not
homogeneous, and drey are independent ofeach another. The hagiographic
material also contains scattered episodes about the life of Francis and the
origins of the Order. All of this poses many problems for textual critics and

historians. Normally, the collections are divided into four main groups,

produced in different periods and places. Historians have given them various

names. From the second half of the thirteenth century we have MS 338 of
the Biblioteca Communale of fusisi, the oldest and most renowned of these

collections, on which a limited number of codices depend. Others that have

been identified include the Avignon collection (or book of the province of
Saxony), produced in the early fourteenth century, the northern or
Netherlands group (or book of the province of Cologne), and the
Portiuncula group (or book of the provinces of central Italy). For the latter
two, the earliest witnesses come from the last decades of the fourteenth
century (Desbonnets 198 1, 10ff).

A new critical edition of the writings of Francis, edited by Kajetan
Esser, was published in 1976 under the traditional tttle Opusda (which is a

poor description of the genre of those writings). The impressive preparatory
work done by Esser and others clarifies many, though not all, aspects of this
very complicated tradition (Desbonnets 1981, 17ff). These collections, along
with texts of Franciscan memory and history, contain only some of Francis's

writings. Thus we especially still need to understand whether these partial

collections result from a deliberate selection process that accepts or rejects

according to its own criteria and tendencies, or whether they result from
circumstances that are purely accidental. In any case, Esser's edition is, and

will remain for a long time, an essential reference for every study on Francis,

based as it is on 147 of the 196 manuscripts that have been counted so far. It
includes, under his name, ten letters; nine lauds, blessings and prayers; and

eight texts containing noffns or exhortations. Besides these, under the not-
particularly-apt title opusru'la dictata (a large number of Francis's writings
were, in fact, diaated), are eight pieces that are mentioned or transcribed in
later biographies, chronicles or lefters.

2. The ad.rilus prlcesses of composition

And so Francis personally wrote letters, notes, blessings and the

like, and dictated other pieces of various genres. We can conclude as much

from the characteristics of many of his writings and from what the

hagiographies and chronicles explicidy attest' Francis's peremptory

command, "Bring me paper and ink," mentioned in some biographies (2C

49), must have been heard more than once (Bartoli Langeli 1994a, p. 133;
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Menestb 1994a, p. l6a). Another command is also mentioned several times:

"Write what I tell you"; "Write, Brother Leo." Evidendy, Francis and the

brothers around him always had basic writing materials at hand. They must

have taken these along when they traveled, if Francis wrote "in his own

hand" the Praises of God and the Blcsing for Brotber Leo on LaVerna, where

he certainly would not have been able to find anything for writing.

But the process by which he wrote cannot be reduced to the direct

and personal writing of a text-an autograph-or to dictation faithfully
carried out by a secretary or scribe. We have spoken about the first case. We
should add that the changes of mind and consequent erasures seen in the

short letter to Leo strongly contradict what Thomas of Celano tells us about

Francis's attitude toward the written word: "When he had letters written as

greetings or admonitions he would not allow a single letter or syllable to be

erased from them even when they included a repetition or mistake" (lC 82;

Bartoli Langeli 7994a, p. 139). We will return to this later. In the second

case, the Letter to a Minister and the Testanaent are among the writings of
Francis that have been preserved whose very style (frequent Latinization of
vernacular words, ample use of parataxis with the copulative er) reveals the

lack, or near-lack, of any further editing. But for others that are considerably

more complex and organized, that certainly could not have been the case.

We can compare the text of the autographs or the more

"vernacular" writings with that of others, such as the Letter to the Faithlal or
the Letter to the Entire Order, which (where the tide does not suffice)

tradition unanimously attributes to Francis' In the latter case, even a cursory

comparison suggests that someone has worked to polish them, if not actually

."*rit" them. iiis far-fetched to think this could have been Francis himself,

given what we know of his limited knowledge of Latin and literary

Iechniques. Besides, why would he have had to do the work of polishing

himself when he could have it done by companions whom he knew were

much better at such things? We should add that Francis makes the most

spelling mistakes (but not others) when he is transcribing biblical verses or
form,rlat in his autographs. It is just the opposite when the words are

entirely his own (Rusconi 1982a,58-59). This means, at least, that he knew

the biblical texts word-for-word and by heart, a knowledge he gained either

directly or through the liturgy and use of the breviary. This knowledge is

reflected in the biblical quotations found in so many of his writings and can

lead us to say with confidence that prayers like the Ofice of tbe Passion

(Cambell 1954,232'40), which are nothing but a web of citations and centos

ofthe sacred text, are entirely his.

fu far as their composition is concerned, the Rules of the Order
that bear Francis's name are a special case. Pious biographers wished to
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attribute them entirely to him in order to give them an aura of special

holiness. They are certainly not exclusively his work, although his presence

is strikingly visible and strongly influential. ThanLs to the research of David
Flood (1967 and 1973), the process by which the Earlier Rule was written is

now clearly established. At first, there was a brief nucleus of prescriptions
based on a few Gospel verses, dictated by Francis after the first companions

arrived. This was then submitted to the pope for confirmation, which (as we

know) was granted only orally. Gradually, in the course of the annual

chapters that brought together the entire fraternity, there were added a

whole series of norms, prescriptions and exhortations suggested by life
experience. These would help them face new daily situations in ways that
would still be faithful to the primitive proposal to "live according to the
pattern of the holy Gospel." Thus the text grew from a collective experience

and in the context of shared discussions. Added to this and gradually
inserted in it were directives from Rome, including the year of novitiate
ordered by Cam secandum consilium of September 22, 1220. There were also

ordinances from the chapters themselves, such as the one establishing
provinces and a corresponding internal hierarchy. As a crowning touch, the
whole thing was adorned with biblical verses as requested by Francis himself
from Caesar of Speyer, who was an expert in such things (ChrJG 15). With
Francis just back from the East and an Order in crisis, the question arose of
having the Rule confirmed by the pope in writing, and this meant that the
text produced thus far needed to be written up in proper form.

Together with the Testarnent and the Letter t0 tbe Faithful, the
Earlier Rule is the text that more than any other reflects the original
experience of the primitive fraternity. It is the only one that offers direct

evidence of being a collective effort, the work of an entire group. Francis's

voice also emerges from time to time, for example when he appeals directly
to his brothers to command or counsel something close to his heart ("Let all

my other blessed brothers diligently obey them..." [V, 3]; "Let all my
blessed brothers...confess their sins..." pO( l]; "...all my brothers can

announce this...exhortation and praise...." pC(I, 1]), or when a first person

singular suddenly breats in to command or beg them to do something ("I
command all my brothers...that...they in no way keep any animal.'." [XV, 1];

"In the love that is God, therefore, I beg all my brothers...to strive to
humble themselves in everything..." [XVII, 5]; "But, in the holy love which
is God, I beg all my brothers...to serve' love, honor and adore the Lord God

with a clean heart and pure mind..." pO(I, 26]). The entire last chapter is

his. Its opening ("In the name of the Lord") already confers on it the

solemnity of an official act. Francis as[s the brothers "to learn...the tenor
and sense of what has been written in this life" ("life," because that is how
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Francis describes the Rule in the prologue). He begs God to bless all who
observe "these things," and, "kissing their feet," he implores everyone to
"love, keep and treasure...gready" the things prescribed in the Rule. He
concludes with the peremptory order ("I firmly command and decree") not
to alter the text of the Rule in any way or choose for themselves another.

According to David Flood, the final three chapters QO(II, )OilII
and )OilV) were not stricdy part of the text of the Rule. He says that
Chapter )OOI was originally a kind of farewell testament that Francis left his
brothers when he set out for the East in 1219 (Flood 1973,73f0. Chapter
)OilII has the character and structure of a laud in whichthe brothers strive
to communicate their religious enthusiasm to others (ibid., 75ff). Chapter
)OilV sounds more like a kind of presentation to all the brothers of the long
work that has been successfully completed: a new edition of the Rule (ibid.,
80ff). These are interesting suggestions, with solid support in the text itself,
and they hint at the occasions that could have given rise to these chapters.
But they do not inevitably lead to Flood's conclusion. The differences in
tone and content in this last part can be explained by a certain disorder that
characterizes the entire Earlier Rule, a result of parts that have been added
and juxtaposed, of norms and exhortations piled together helter-skelter.

The Earlier Rule did not obtain the necessary approval @rom
Rome? From the majority or the most influential group of brothers? From
both?). Thus a new draft-in fact, a completely new version-was needed.
This was the Later Rul.e or Regak bulla.ta, this name being due to the fact
that it was approved by Flonorius III with the bull Sllet annaere of
November 29, 1223 . The Later Rub was also the product of a group effoft,
as internal analysis and external testimony clearly show. But this time the
Roman Curia intervened in a major way, for it wanted the new structure to
become fully part of the canonical tradition. The precise juridic language of
its prescriptions attests to this, and it is confirmed above all by Gregory IX
himself, who says in Quo elongati (1230) that he helped Francis ("we stood
by him...as he composed the aforesaid Rule": ed. Grundmurn 1961a,20-21).
Alberic of Trois-Fontaines also mentions in his chronicle that Francis
composed the Rul.e with the help of "religious and expert men" (MGH
Scriptores, )OflII, p. 888). The zealot tradition, which goes back to the
testimony of Francis's companions, claims that the entire Rale was written
by him alone and dictated by Christ. Nevertheless, it preserves the memory
of interventions by Honorius III and the ministers to suppress individual
points in the text (CA l0l; Clareno, History of the Seaen Tribulations, ed.
Ghinato 1959, 62-63, and Exposition of tbe Rule, ed. Boccali 1994, 662-66).
Rather than contradictory statements, this is another sign that belies the
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too-long-accepted tendency of historians to view that tradition's works and

episodes as a single and compactwhole. (Dalarun 1996, chap. $.'
If, as I believe, the Testamenr should be read as a supplement to the

Later Rule, then Francis was very likely aware of the latter's limited clarity
and ambiguities regarding the newness of his original proposal. This is not
to deny that his voice emerges clearly in the Later Rzle. Nine times in the
course of twelve concise chapters, using the first person singular ("I strictly
command," "I admonish and exhort," "I command through obedience"),

Francis repeats elements and attitudes he considers essential for living the
gospel life: do not iudge others; avoid quarrels and arguments; never accept

money either personally or through intermediaries; follow the Lord in
poverty and humility, loving and helping one another; avoid suspicious
relationships with women; always be subject to the Church of Rome.

Problems and questions of a different kind are raised by the other
writings attributed to Francis. These are for the most part his, as we shall

see, but the process of composition is harder to describe. fu we have already
pointed out, the concern for language and syntax in many letters suggests

editorial interventions by secretaries who are doing more than simply taking
dictation.

An episode recounted in the Axisi Compiktion 8 indicates how
things were sometimes done. Francis, gravely ill and now close to death,

wishes to have Jacoba dei Settesoli notified about his condition. He calls his

companions to himself and asks them to tell her and ask her to send a piece

of cloth the color of ashes, like that made by the Cistercians in the region
beyond the Alps, and some of the sweets she used to make for him when he

was in Rome. After eulogistically presenting Jacoba as "a spiritual woman, a

holy widow devoted to God, who belonged to one of the more noble and

wealthy families of the entire City," the account continues: "After the letter
was written, as dictated by the holy father, while one brother was looking for
another one to deliver the letter...." The picture and the sequence of events

are sufficiently clear. Francis briefly indicates to some companions what he

wanted written to Jacoba. On the basis of these directives, one of them

composes a letter, in other words a text that certainly gives the content of
what Francis had said, but not necessarily his exact words.

There is good reason to believe that this was the process by which
many of Francis's letters were composed. In the cases of texts that were

longer and more important than the short letter to Jacoba, it is likely that a

tMy thanks to the author for allowing me to read the typescript.
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secretary wrote a short draft ofthe ideas Francis wanted to express, and then
proceeded to make a longer draft in proper form.

We are also certain that for the writings he considered important,
Francis carefully did a final check of the text, as his exhortations to his
readers clearly suggest (Bartoli Langeli 1984, 48-49; Menestd 1994a, 166-
67). Not only does he command them not to add or take away anything
from the text itself, as in the closing of the Earlier Rale and the Testarnent,

He also asks them to make copies of it and distribute it (LtCl 15; lltCus 9-
l0), to have it read to them if they cannot read themselves, and to keep it
with them (lLtF II, 20-21; LtOrd 47-48). Francis personally signed all his
letters with the Tau (3C 3; cfr. Vorrev 1977), a biblical sign of salvation
and an apotropaic sign of protection, but we should imagine that it was also
a chance for him to reread and check them.

We also know (as he repeats several times) the great importance he
attached to the "divine written words," seen as an expression and reflection
of God @artoli Langeli 1984, 4l-58, and 1994a, 156tr).In the Letter to tbe

Clerg 3, he notes: "ffie have and see nothing corporally of the Most High
in this world except [his] Body and Blood, [his] names and words through
which we have been made and redeemed from death to life." This explains
his frequent exhortations to revere and care for God's names and written
words. Addressing himself to the custodians of the Lesser Brothers, he
writes:

With all that is in me and more I beg you that...you humbly beg the clergy
to revere above all else the most holy Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ and his holy names and the written words that sanctifr his Body
(lltCust 2).

The immediate reference is to Christ's words at the Last Supper,
those words repeated by the priest over the altar at the moment of
consecration: "We knortr," explains Francis, "that it cannot be his Body
without first being consecrated by word" (2LtCl 2). But clearly the reference
is even broader. Inthe Testarnczr he asks us to honor and respect theologians
"who minister the most holy divine words...as those who minister to us spirit
and life (fest l3). It is in this context, I believe, that his attention and care

for material writing as such must be situated. On the other hand, such
attention and care are typical of oral cultures in which writing itself assumes

a sacral character (Bartoli Langeli 1984, 48ff). Significantly, Thomas of
Celano attests to his great care for any piece of writing, "whelher divine or
human," because it contained the letters with which might be made "the
glorious name of the Lord God" (lC 82). But Francis's own writings must
also be seen in this context. His writing reflects the Most High whose son he
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has become through his following of Christ. Thus his letters can be seen as a

way to transmit the "fragrant words of the Lord" that he, the "servant of
all," is obliged to administer to all (2LtF 2). His exhortations to preserve

them and make them known are also, we should think, a result of this

conviction.

But Francis did not only write or dictate; he also sang and preached.

The most famous of his lauds, which he sang and had sung, is the Canticle of
tbe Creatures or the Canticle of Brother Sun. We are well informed about its

composition in several stages by the Assisi Corupilation 83, 84 and 7. There is
no reason to question the account.* Whether he wrote it and set it to music

directly or dictated it, with or without the help of others such as Brother
Pacifico, "who in the world was called the 'King of Verses,"' is almost
impossible to say. The account in the Assisi Corupilation prefaces the citation
of the first verse of the Canticle with a long speech by Francis, who praises

the mercy and goodness of God and denounces the ingratitude of those who

do not acknowledge the graces he bestows on them daily through his

creatures. The section concludes: "sitting down, he began to meditate and

then said: 'Most High, all-powerful, good Lord.' F{e composed a melody for
these words and taught it to his companions so they could repeat it-" This
would lead us to think in terms of a direct composition, but such a

conclusion is not required or demanded by the account, which is obviously

not interested in this question.

Another way in which Francis's word was translated into a written
text and spread was surely the reportationes, made by listeners or attentive

secretaries, of what he said while preaching in public or addressing his

admonitions to the brothers. This was almost certainly the chief way by

which his Adrnonitiow were preserved, those short talks containing moral

teaching and exhortation, probably given at the chapters, but perhaps not
only there. In 1231, an anonymous Dominican cites in one of his university

sermons a passage that today forms part of the sixth Admonition (Dary 193 1'

p. 346), alihough the version he cites contains ideas also found in other
Adruonitions. This shows their relatively widespread circulation, but also the

fact that the text was still in a fluid state, which is typical of "reported"
speeches, for which there could be various editors and editions.

We can imagine a similar situation for the parable (attributed to

Francis) of the woman who lives in the woods, is impregnated by the king,

and later sends her son to court to be fed there. The English priest Odo of
Cheriton gives us a first and very early version in a collection of his sernons

published in l2l9 (Bihl 1929,584f1). It reappears twenty years later, with

143

*But for a contrary view see Baldelli 197 l, 80f[, ar.d 1977 , 94-95
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important changes and variants, in the Anonymoas of Perugia and the Legend.
of the Three Companions, and from there hnds iir *"y" into Thomai of
Celano's Second Life (Dalarun 1994, 102ff and 158f0. Most likely the two
traditions are completely independent and can be traced to an original oral
transmission or to two different reportationes (I would be inclined to see it as
a parable probably inserted into one of Francis's sermons).

Nothing complete has come down to us of Francis's preaching
stricdy so-called. Yet there is no doubt that he preached. fu we know from
an often-cited passage, Thomas of Split personally witnessed one of his
sermons, preached in Bologna "in the square in front of the town hall, where
almost all the inhabitants of the city had assembled,,, on the feast of the
fusumption, 1222 (ed. Lemmens 1926,9-10). The terms used by Thomas to
describe Francis's sermon attest to its formal dignity (Artifoni lgg5, 16l-
62), but they also point to the fact that it was closer in style to political
oratory than to traditional preaching ("He did not, however, hold to the
usual manner of preaching, but spoke like a political orator,,).

It was probably only gradually and at a later stage that Francis and
his brothers gave seffnons in the strict sense, and even then there were
distinguishing features (Godet 1977). At first they must have limited
themselves to short admonitions to the people, as attested in the Lrf, ,f
Brotber Giles: "...how they should give praise to our Creator and Savior and
do worthwhile penance" (ed. Brooke 1970, p. 322). In the Letter to tbe
Castodians Francis emphasizes the same ideas (lltCus 6, 8).

Francis certainly preached in the vernacular, "or perhaps, outside
the area of central Italy, in that mixed language which wavered between
Latin and vernacular and which seems characteristic of the oldest Romance
preaching" (Delcorno 1977, p.141). His preaching did not fit into the usual
scholastic categories, but was filled with gestures and passion, as Thomas of
Celano tries to show in his description of one of Francis's sermons before
Honorius III and his Christmas sermon at Greccio (lC 73 and 86). This
probably also explains the difficulty in recording their complex development
(Delcorno 1977, 140-41). The testimony of a learned physician, recorded by
Thomas of Celano, is significant in this regard: "I remember the sermons of
other preachers word for word, only what the saint, Francis, says eludes me.
Even if I memorize some of his words, they don't seem to me like those that
originally poured from his lips" (2C 107).

Thomas also explains that Francis "preached to the simple, in
simple, concrete terms" (ibid.) Recourse to lauds, parables and exen pl&,
which was the usual custom of Francis and his brothers, is part of this type
of communication. That was the case with the Canticle of Brotber Sun, ani it
was probably the case with a Salatation of tbe Virtues and the short poem on
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the victory of virtue over vice that constitutes Adrnonitioz )O(VIL The
conclusion of the Second Letter to the Faithfal (72-81), the scene of the dying
old man surrounded by relatives eager for his inheritance, resembles in form

^fi 
ercen plant that can be used in preaching.

There is one final question. The parable of the woman made
pregnant by the king is not ordinarily included among the writings of
Francis and stricdy speaking should not be (even though in the end, given its
probable origin, it is related to texts that are accepted as his writings).
Moreover, the problems it raises are related to the question of the logia, the
words, saylngs and teachings that Francis is supposed to have spoken during
his religious life, and which the biographers preserve in the form of direct
discourse, that is, as words spoken thus by Francis.

The importance of the question was noted by the first editor of
Francis's writings, the Irish friar Luke Wadding. In Volume III of his 1623

edition, the saint's opascula are followed by a long series of texts grouped
under various headings: collationes, aplhtegrnata, familiaria colloqaia,

prophetiee, parabolae et exempla, benedictiones, orarula et sententiae czn ruunes

QVadding 1623, 28+-507). Most of the time these are merely citations from
the many different biographies and chronicles, even very late ones, or from
centos created from these same sources (Desbonnets 1981, p. 14).

This is an area that modern editors of the writings of Francis have

neglected almost entirely. I say "almost" because Kajetan Esser, in his
edition of the Opusru.la, somewhat incongruously groups the Blessing for
Brother Bernard and the so-called Siena Testament under the ambiguous
heading of opasaila diaata. These two texts have no independent manuscript
tradition since they are found only in the Legend of Perugia or Assisi

Compilation and in the compilations that draw from the same material. The
fact that in these episodes Francis's supposed words are introduced by the
phrase "write as I tell you" gives them no greater claim to authenticity than
direct statements preceded by "he said," "as he said," "he would often say

those words" or similar phrases.

After Jacques Dalarun's concise and persuasive analysis (1996, 4l-
52), I think there can be no doubt that the Blessing for Brother Bernard is

part of an episode invented by Leo or another of the companions as a

counterweight to the account in Thomas of Celano's Life, wherc it is Elias,

as vicar of the Order, who is blessed (1C 108). Hence this blessing cannot be

included among the npascale dixatn, even though it is preceded by the word
"write."

When he began his collection, Wadding did not always display the
best critical sense, but he did touch on a real problem, too often avoided by
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later Franciscan scholars and hagiographers. Given the direct statements of
Francis frequently reported in the biographies, we cannot help but wonder if
this is merely a literary device, or if these are his actual words transmitted
orally or in writing, or again if these speeches correspond to ideas and
teachings of Francis that the biographer has just clothed in words according
to his own taste and style.

I am firmly convinced that the biographies offer many examples of
all three situations. Only patient critical analysis, case by case, will enable us
to get to the bottom of the question, at least in part. In the end, we will not
be able to say that we have any new writings of Francis. But what we do have
are words and speeches of his, formed in ways and preserved in a stage of
development that corresponds essentially to what happened with texts that
the manuscript tradition included at a certain point among his writings.

On the other hand, True and Perfect Jo!, generally accepted by
critics as a parable really dictated or spoken by Francis as it stands, and thus
listed among his writings, presents the same features as other logia presewed
in the biographies. The single difference is that it is found in only one
compilation from the first half of the fourteenth century (codex C.9.2878 of
the Biblioteca Nazionale of Florence), in a section that contains episodes
from Francis's life and passages whose origins vary (Bughettl 1927). Why it
was not inserted into the biographies strictly so-called, or why it does not
figure in the materials that make up the Legend of Perugia, we have no way of
knowing. A greatly altered-I would say "domestiszgsd"-vg15ion of it
appears in the Deeds and in the Fioretti (ed. Sabatier 1902,24ff; FF 1977,
l47ltf). A realJife situation, essentially similar to that assumed in True and
Perfect Joy (rejection ofFrancis by the brothers) is provided by an episode in
the Legend of Perugia and is also found in Thomas of Celano's Reruerubrance

of the Duire of A Soul (CA 83; 2C 145).Its basic idea is similar to the ideas
expressed in AdmonitionY,In other words, it is not wrong to think that the
text of the Florence manuscript is the original, or near-original, draft of a

dictation by Francis or t rePortatio. The very vray in which Francis's parable
is introduced suggests a transmission more or less of this type, for it is

Brother Leonard who tells us that one day Francis called Brother Leo and
said, "Brother Leo, write," to which he replied, "Look, I'm ready!" The text
goes on: "Write," he said, "what true joy is." This suggests a threefold or
fourfold transmission (from Francis to Leo to Leonard and eventually to the
writer), based on one (or perhaps more) written texts, perhaps overlapping
with a tradition that is partly oral. The parable Trae and Perfex Joy is
resembles Francis so profoundly in its ideas and colloquial style that it would
be impossible to doubt its authenticity. This does not mean that the critical
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problem it raises is any different from that of the many logia of Francis
variously transmitted in biographies, compilations and chronicles.

3. Criteria of nuthenticity, formal cbararterirtics, dating

Since the time of Wadding, who included under Francis's name
writings that were not his, great progress has been made in this last century,
beginning with the pioneering research by Paul Sabatier. The processes of
composition that brought the individual texts to their finished form, it is
worth repeating, can be exactly described only in part. But aside from this
problem, there are good reasons for saying that we have almost thirty
u,ritings that are definitely from Francis or show obvious signs of his
presence (such as the two Rules). A few uncertain attributions still remain,
especially for some letters, which in any case would seem to be greatly
altered (for example the Letter to Rulers of tbe People or the Letter to Brotber
Anthony of Padua). The question also remains whether the many prayers that
go under Francis's name or are attributed to him may include some that he
frequently recited without necessarily being their author. This rnight be the
case, I would say, for the Prayer before the Crucifix, which according to pious
tradition was the prayer Francis said before the San Damiano crucifix
(Cambell 1954, p. 252), and which borrows widely-used formulas
(Desbonnets 1981, p. 43). An obvious case is the antiphon borrowed from
the liturgy of Good Friday (already attested by Gregory the Great), which
Francis inserts in his testament as his habitual prayer (Test 5) and which,
according to Thomas of Celano, he taught his first companions to say
whenever they saw a church, even from a distance (lC 45). And the logia are
still a completely open question. On the other hand, it is not impossible that
even late compilations, if re-examined carefully, might yield further
surprises.

Moreover, a whole series of writings may be authentic and still
contain entire passages from other authors or chains of biblical citations
derived from the works of others, in short, adaptations and borrowings,
sometimes on a large scale. Even aside from questions of priority, the very
close relationship between entire passages in Adrnonition. I and Pseudo-
Bernard's Tractatus de Corpore Dortini reveals a practice corrunon in medieval
treatise-writing and preaching, nothing more. Damien Vorreux is right to
insist that this observation, which also applies to other writings of Francis,
does not mean that the attribution of these texts to him is incorrect (Vorreux
1968,26tr). Since this was current practice, the question of a medieval text's
authenticity cannot be framed in the same terms used for a twentieth-
century text. Above all, what matter are the overall result and product, and
they are the ones to be considered and examined as to their nature,
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originality, and the power ofthe religious experience and proposal expressed
in them. In other words, adaptations and borrowings from the wriiings of
others raise questions about what Francis may have read, about posiible
collaborators, about hagiographic and spiritual texts that were circulating or
beginning to circulate at some point among the Friars Minor. For example,
the Anonymous of Perugia and the Legend of the Three Companions explicitly
attest that the Liaes of tbe Fathers were read during the chapters (Ap 39b;
L3C 59). But these things cannot challenge the authenticity of a single
writing of his for which there is other evidence.

, From this perspective, and still speaking generally, we can say that
the criteria for determining the authenticity of a text of Francis are
essentially two. The first is its simultaneous (or nearly simultaneous)
presence in the four "collections" of Francis's writings. This is the case with
the Adruonitions, the Letter to tbe Faithfut (longer version), the Letter to the
Entire Order and a Salutation of the Virtues. The praises to Be Ssid at All the
Hours, the Testament and the Rule for Herruitagu are found in three
collections (As.338, Avignon, Portiuncula), along with the Letter to the
Clergt, which is not found in the Portiuncula collection but is present in the
"northern" group (Desbonnets 1981, p. l2).

These facts already show that such a criterion, valid in itself, is
totally inadequate if regarded as exclusive. All the collections, as we have
already noted, are largely incomplete. The Blessing for Brotber Leo rnd the
Praisa of God (for which we have Francis's autograph) are found in only two
collections (Portiuncula and Avignon), separated from one another. The
same is true for the Canticle of tbe Creatures, found in fu. 338 and the
Avignon collection. The Letter to a Minister, which can be considered one of
the best expressions of Francis's feelings and Christian lifestyle because of its
subject matter and content, is preserved only in the Portiuncula group, as is
the Earlier Rule (ibid.). fu I said at the beginning, there are also rexts not
found in any of the four collections; yet there is no reason to doubt their
attribution to Francis as presented in the single witnesses that preserve
them. Clearly, a second criterion of authenticity must be based on internal
analysis of the text itself, whether it corresponds to the religious and human
style and the distinctive themes of Francis's Christian proposal.

The formal characteristics of Francis's writings are extremely
diverse: private letters, group letters and propaganda manifestos that were
copied and distributed, blessings, praises, prayers etc. They are an
expression of his devotional life and reflect his role within the fraternity, and
later the Order. They attest to his relationships of intimacy and friendship
with individual brothers, and they mark decisive moments in his religious
journey. For easier classification they are usually divided into several groups,
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generally based on their genre, even though their inspiration and internal
style gives them a strong overall unity.

Heinrich Boehmer, who published a basic edition of the writings of
Francis in 1904, distinguishes three groups, trying to match the formal
characteristics of the individual texts with more substantial internal
elements. Thus he distinguishes writings in which Francis speaks primarily
as head of the fraternity, those in which he spea[s individually and as

spiritual father of one of his followers, and finally those in which he gives
free rein to his personal inspiration (Boehmer 1904, p. XLD. But based on
these categories, the Letter to a Minister (to take one example that is not
unique) turns out to be next to impossible to classifir. Clearly, in it Francis
speaks as both head ofthe fraternity and as spiritual father and friend ofthe
recipient, creating at the same time a text in which his personal inspiration is
very strong ( would like to say the full outpouring of his religious feeling).

Skipping over the other suggestions that have been made fforreux
1968,25-26), I think the most useful classification is the totally external and
formal one adopted by Desbonnets in the edition of Francis's writings he
made for Sources chrdtiennes along with Matura, Godet and Vorreux: rules
and exhortations, letters, prayers and writings of a poetic nature
(Desbonnets 1981, p. 23). Perhaps the various descriptions could be further
refined, with better and fuller explanations. Thus, for example, "parables"
might be added to "rules and exhortations," since True and Perfex Joy is
strictly speaking a parable. But the eminently practical nature of these
classifi cations makes such hairsplitting superfluous.

It is not easy to date the writings of Francis precisely. In general we
can say that most are from the last five or six years of his life. It was then
that the gready increased number of brothers spread over many countries of
Europe, concern about the changes in direction and the differences afflicting
the Order, plus a desire to confirm the nature and thrust of his original
inspiration, almost necessarily produced more writings on his part.

Only a few dates are certain or almost so (for this part I am
following, with minor modifications, the results of the historical and
philological research excellently summarized by Desbonnets 1981, 23-47;
but see also Esser 1978, 46tr). No doubt, the Testan enr is from the last
weeks, if the not last days, of Francis's life, and the same can be said of the
Last Will Wrinen for Clare.The Letter to tbe Entire Ord,er l:;rrst be slighdy
earlier. The first part of the Cantick of the Creatures w^s composed at San
Damiano in April or May 1225. The stanza about peace was added shortly
after, and the one about "our sister bodily death" as his own death
approached. The Praises of God and the Blessing for Brotber lea, written at
LaVerna, are from late September or early October 1224. The Later Rule
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\Mas approved by Honorius III in the bull So/er annuere of November 29,
1223, and so this must be its terntinus ante qaen . The text we have of the
Earlier Rule was definitively formulated in t211, but its gradual elaboration,
which covers the entire preceding decade, means that only individual
passages can be dated with any precision. The Letter to the Clerg should
almost certainly be linked with Honorius III's bt:Jl Sane cana olint Q.{ovember
22, l2l9) promoting the cult of the Eucharist, and it must go back to that
time. There are solid reasons for attributing the Form 0f Ltft Gizten to St.
Clare to the first years of the religious experience of Clare and her sisters,
but I would not dare to state this with absolute certainty, nor try to be more
precise.

Other dates are much more fluid and uncertain. Since the Letter t0 a
Minister certainly precedes the definitive approval of the Rale, it is at least
prior to the Chapter of Pentecost of 1223 (in the letter Francis says that all
the prescriptions on mortal sin contained in the Rule will be put into a single
chapter, to be done "during the Chapter of Pentecost, with...the advice of
our brothers"). But it could be even several years earlier. The Letter to the
Custodians expresses concerns similar to the Letter to the Clerg, but I do not
think that would be enough, given the different recipients, to date it to the
same months. The Rule for Herruitagu is certainly later than 1217 inasmuch
as it mentions the "ministers," an institution that dates to that year, but I do
not think it is possible to establish with certainty a terminw ante qaent.

The time of composition of the prayers and lauds, such as the very
beautiful and pregnant Snlutation of tbe Virtues, remains completely
indeterminate. fu already mentioned, the Admonitions are most likely a
collection of teachings and talla grven by Francis during chapters or in other
circumstances. They do not allow us to date them exactly, not even their
definitive text. A partly analogous situation is presented by the Letter (or
Exhortation) to the Faithfud whether or not there are, as I believe, two
successive versions. Perhaps internal analysis has something to offer. For
one thing, the proposal speaks of "men and women" who apparently share a
religious choice which is that of Francis himself (see the penetrating
appreciation by Flood 1989, especially 136 ff and 212-13). This would make
us think of a fraternity that is still very fluid and indistinct, a situation that
left few traces in other sources. Thus it could go back, at least in its original
nucleus, to the first years of the fraternity (Dalarun 1994, 40-41; Miccoli
1994, p. 187). Litde or nothing can be said about the other texts rhat are
definitely from Francis.
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4. The writings as an expressizn of Francis's experience and Cbristian
proposal

Incredibly, the writings of Francis were for a long time totally
ignored by historians. The different Franciscan families handed them down
and read them, usually as nothing more than ascetical texts meant for
edification and devotion. They were precious relics of their father and
founder who had been a great saint, but that was all. Luke Wadding received
a long and elegant Latin letter from Gabriel di Treiro, cardinal priest of St.
Pancratius, to whom he had dedicated his edition of the opasutla.Theletter
is filled with quotes from the Fathers and the great medieval authors, from
Gregory the Great to Bernard of Clairvaux, which are used to illustrate and
praise the virtues and merits of Francis-and to excuse his ignorance (in
Wadding 1623, XI[-XLIII). But amid such a display of ecclesiastical
erudition, the learned cardinal could find no way to cite, not even once, any
words of Francis that he thought were important or noteworthy.

The Bollandist Suyskens, in the second volume of the Actus
Sanctoruna for October, fills almost five hundred pages with the "acts" of St.
Francis. Part V of his Analecta, in which he makes some sensible and
accurate observations on the work of Wadding, is devoted to the opuscula.

But for him too the writings of Francis have nothing to add to the
biographies. Their style, he notes, "...expresses those virtues in which
Francis most excelled, so that anyone who is not acquainted with his deeds
from the Liaes can easily recognize him in these worts." The next sentence
would seem to suggest a practice of attentive and careful reading: "When I
read and reread them, I seem to hear Francis-poor, humble, seraphic,
apostolic, meek and merciful-speaking in them." But the consequences for
historical-critical discussion remain few and ineffective.

The judgment of Karl Miiller, who wrote acutely on the origins of
the Order, expresses a tendenry still dominant among scholars at the end of
the nineteenth century: "The seventeen letters that go under the name [of
Francis] must be in part authentic. But they offer next to nothing for a closer
knowledge and can be almost completely ignored"(Miiller 1885, p. 3, note 1;

cfr. Grau 1971, p.37). Seen thus, the publication of Paul Sabatier's Life of St.
Francis at the end of 1893 represented a real revolution.

The long failure to consider the writings of Francis except in terms
of devotion and edi$ring reflection is a "negative" chapter of religious
history that has not yet been written. Perhaps it never will be. It raises
questions and suggests long-standing problems for which there is no easy
answer. How and why did it happen that for centuries no one recognized, I
am not going to say their historical importance, but their religious and
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human depth, their expressive power, the "revolutionary" nature of the ideas
and sentiments expressed in them? How could they have been reduced to an
appeal-even though impassioned and perhaps unique-for the practice of
asceticism and virtue?

I do not think we can speak merely of deafness, much less
distraction. Nor do I think we should give too much weight to his
reputation as "simple, stupid and unlettered," as he himself liked to describe
himself and his biographers faithfully repeat many times. The deeper roots
of this reductionism lie in that process which isolated and somehow
dehumanized the figure of Francis, a process first clearly seen in the Major
Legend by Bonaventure of Bagnoregio. The Major Legend was for centuries,
both inside and outside the Order, the text that offered the portrait and
essential key for interpreting his person and work. A very great saint, to be
sure, Francis was the unattainable model of asceticism, but more to be
admired than imitated because his actions and choices were such that only
he could carry them out (Dalarun 1996, Chap. VI). At stake was a long
spiritual tradition, an entire way of conceiving and expressing the
incarnation of Christian experience in history. In order to defend this
tradition, it was necessary (more or less consciously) to dehistoricize Francis.
It was necessary to eradicate from his religious proposal a concrete lifestyle
that daily challenged accepted criteria of judgment and behavior, reducing it
to the harmless personification of passing feelings or unique mystical
experiences. Such an interpretation inevitably brought with it a

corresponding interpretation of his writings. Intrigues had been going on
for some time. It is no accident that already in 1230, at the request of a

delegation of brothers, Gregory IX decided that the Testanxent had no
binding force (Quo elongati: ed Grundmann l96la, p. 2l).[t was a long and
painful process and it involves fundamental cruxes in Christian history. We
certainly cannot go over it again here. But it had to be mentioned.

Paul Sabatier prefaced his reconstruction of the life of Francis with
an ample study of the sources. He assigned the first place to the writings.
His statements in this regard sound entirely obvious today, but at the time
they were an unheard-of novelty:

The writings of St. Francis are assuredly the best source of acquaintance
with him; we can only be surprised to find them so neglected by most of his
biographers. It is true that they give litde information as to his life, and
furnish neither dates nor facts, but they do better, they mark the stages of
his thought and of his spiritual development (Sabatier 1893, p. X)OC\/I).
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Dozens of later studies have amply confirmed this. It is unnecessary to insist
on it. But the discussion is by no means closed. The density of these texts
permits and calls for deeper investigation.

fu already pointed out, the nature of these writings varies greatly
and thus also their significance and purpose. Taken as a whole, they are not
the product of any overall or coherent plan. They arise from the occasion,
they express needs, and they respond to questions that further accentuate
their diversity and make them hard to compare. Thus we must use a variety
of criteria when dealing with them. All of them offer more-or-less consistent
and important pieces of Francis's way of thinking and acting. But every text
is a reaction to external situations and a response to internal pressures; its
purposes give it a dimension of its own. ThL deeper vein thaiunites them
must be discovered through the patient work of digging and excavating. But
this presupposes a preliminary identification of the precise characteristics of
each one. We must accept the omissions, the inconsistencies, the unexpected
skips inevitable in such a varied group of documents.

A varied group of documents it certainly is, as different as a private
letter from a collective manifesto, a laud from a rule. But, we must also add,
it is more than a little accidental. In other words, no one claims that what
has come down to us is absolutely the most important and significant, no
matter how important and significant even the shortest notes written by
Francis (I am thinking, naturally, of the autograph letter to Brother Leo,
especially after the extraordinary work of recovering parts of the reading
done by Attilio Bartoli Langeli 1994a,135-48). I have said before that we
would really have to be optimists to think that the texts from the past have
been selected for us by some secret providence. It is hard to imagine that
what Francis wrote to Cardinal Hugolino, "impelled by the needs of the
Order," deserved to be lost. Yet what we do have represents a collection that
I would not hesitate to call remarkable. It is up to us to learn how to take
advantage ofit.

I just said that what remains of Francis's writings is always
important and significant for shedding light on aspects of his Christian
proposal, his religious sentiments, his way of thinking and reacting to events
in his life. But important and significant in varying degrees. Not, of course,
that we try to classi$, them in that way. Rather we note that each writing can
give only some more-orJess limited answers to our questions, and that some
can give better answers than others-I mean answers that are more complex
and generalized. The Eurlier Rule is essential for reconstructing the
fraternity's inner dynamism and institutional and social organization during
its first decade. The Letter to the Faitbful highlights the connection between
Francis's Christian model and human history and society. The first part of
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the Testamenf expresses his self-awareness and subjective perception of his
religious journey and its founding stages, in other words the main features of
"gospel life" as he wanted his brothers to remember it and continue it. His
choice of facts and figures is in line with this paradigmatic proposal (Merlo
1993, 105-06); it emphasizes and underscores the moments and essential
aspects of his experience. It is as though, in a kind of flash-back, his eyes
could see it as it was coming to an end, but an end that for Francis (how can
we forget?) was leading to the definitive encounter with his Lord.

This is certainly not the place for a detailed analysis of the
Testament nor, obviously, of Francis's other writings taken individually. But
what I am anxious to highlight is one characteristic strikingly visible in the
Testan ent, though in reality it is common to them all. The situations,
attitudes, lifestyles and events recalled, as well as the occasions that
determined them, have a definite validity of their own. They depict real
conditions and shed Iight on realJife moments, but they always refer to
something more intimate and profound, a kind of underground vein that
unites them. The powerful and enduring element that underlies those
situations, attitudes and real-life moments, the thing that makes them such,
is that they are a clue to what Francis and his brothers were doggedly
pursuing. In its varied aspects and in a variety of everyday situations, he was
trying to repeat the full and radical experience of Christ in history as he had
slowly come to perceive it. The first part of the Testantent rccalls a series of
situations or, if you wish, events and positions taken. There is the meeting
with lepers, which suggests and represents the radical reversal ofthe criteria
of judgment and behavior on which the following of Christ must be based.
There is the greeting of peace, which repeats the same theme from another
standpoint (Test 1-23; cfr. Miccoli 1991, 60-61). But through those
situations, it shows above all the journey that led Francis to identify those
things that were capable of repeating Christ's life in that given time and in
those given places.

The density of Francis's writings, a density that sometimes seems to
resist all efforts to exhaust their potential, derives from the fact that they are
deeply rooted in his experience of life and faith. They passionately
document and bear witness to a discovery that was definitive, yet never
stopped seeking more adequate ways to express itself. The logion attribtted
by Thomas of Celano to the last years of his life-"Let us begin, brothers, to
serve the Lord God, for up until now we have done litde or nothing"(lC
103; cfr. Miccoli 1991,221-22)-is a perfect expression of the inherent need
for this never-satisfied search. The following pages, inevitably a summary,
are an attempt to extract from the writings the basic criteria and themes that
inspired and guided them.
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In the teaching and religious experience of Francis, the incarnation
is absolutely central. It manifests the terms and ways by which the Christian
lifestyle is realized in history. At the same time it shows how this lifestyle
must look beyond history to God the Father, creator and Lord of the
universe. The two things are closely connected ( would say intertwined),
and they permeate each other. In other words: praise of God, prayer of
praise and complete submission to the Lord of all things, contemplation of
his greatness are solidly rooted in the concrete ways of being among people
in history offered by the example of Christ (since his incarnation). Christ,
the supreme act of the Father's love for us, alone returns to the Father,
showing the way by his birth, his choices, his life. That is why, in Francis's
experience, there is no real choice between the active and contemplative life,
between living his choice of poverty and submission among others and
retiring to solitude in prayer and contemplation. For him, these are two
different phases of his life. He alternates between one and the other,
probably more so during his last years, but he does alternate. The
biographers, seeing the Order's problems and the choice between hermitage
and city that marked its divisions, froze this into two different and opposing
views (Merlo l99lb, I 14f0.

In itself, the incarnation totally encompasses the meaning and
entire course of Christ's life. From the beginning, he chose poverty and
submission, in a radical reversal of his proper state: "Though he was rich, he
wished, together with the most Blessed Virgin, his mother, to choose
poverty in the world beyond all else" (2LtF 5). This was definitively
manifested in his passion and death on the cross, when he placed his will
completely in the hands of his Father (ibid. 6-ll). Thus he reversed the act
of Adam, who thought he could assert his own will and power in the face of
God (Adm II, l-3). The cross-the sacrifice of the cross-is the sign and
s)rmbol of this complete submission and the conclusion of the "logic" that
had guided the incarnation. In other words, the incarnation is the temporal
and logical premise of the cross. The cross reveals the profound meaning of
the incarnation. Therein lies the example left by Christ "that we might
follow his footprints" (2LtF l3).

It has been rightly noted that in the writings of Francis there is a

constant Trinitarian circularity: from the Father to the Son, and from the
Son (recognized as divine thanls to the Spirit) back to the Father (Matura
1981, p. 62). The axis is Christ in his incarnation and human history,
because he is the necessary means and model of redemption and salvation.
Prayer of glory and praise to the Father passes through Christ and finds in
Christ its only possible mediator (ER )OflII, 5).
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That is why with regard to the divine names and their occurrence in
the writings of Francis, I find it academic, not to say misleading, to insist
that the Father takes precedence over the Son, and with regard to the Son,
to say that Francis pays more attention to his divinity than to his humanity
(Matura 1981, p. 60 and 1982,l02ff; Frugoni 1993,l13fD.In other words,
it is as if his reflection and prayer focused more on the Christus Triaruphans
than the Christus Patiens (ibid., 115-16). Jacques Dalarun has shown that
such calculations are more complicated and less decisive than might first
appear (Dalarun 1994, p. 94, n. 156). But above and beyond more or less

frequent occurrences, I think there is absolutely no doubt that Francis's
religious experience and Christian proposal revolve entirely around the
theme of "following Christ." All the rest-actions, sufferings, joys, choices,
rejection, prayer, song, thanlsgiving-flow from this and are meant to
explain it. And that "following" is possible only because the Father has sent
us his Son, because God has become one of us by an act of love: "In the love
that is God," as Francis says more than once (lLtF II, 19; 2LtF 87; ER
XVII, 5; )OilI, 26). At the same time, that act was one of renunciation,
povertfr humility and acceptance of the supreme suffering of the cross out of
obedience to the Father's will. The mystery of the Eucharist, of the Body
and Blood of Christ, which only priests (who live "according to the rite of
the holy Roman Church") receive and administer to others (Test l0), daily
repeats that act of humility and renunciation and thus the profound meaning
of the incarnation:

Behold, each day he humbles himself as when he came from the royal
throne into the Virgin's womb; each day he himself comes to us, appearing
humbly; each day he comes down from the bosom of the Father upon the
altar in the hands of a priest (Adm I, 16-18).

In the Eucharist, Christ daily offers to all people the example he
offered to the apostles and the people of his time in the incarnation. Now, as

then, our spiritual eyes must be able to recognize, beyond the appearances,

his Body and Blood in the bread and wine, his divinity in his humanity (Adm
l, 20-21). It has been said that "in the writings of Francis, contrary to a

deeply-rooted and widespread opinion, Jesus is seen less in his humanity
than in his divinity" (J\4atura 1981, p.6l). But this observation becomes

important and instructive, and not just a matter of numbers, only if we keep

in mind that it is precisely because he is God-"The Lord of the universe,
God and the Son of God" (I-tOrd 27), "Beloved Son" @,R XXI[, 5), "Most
High" (LtCl 3)-that his choice of poverty, humility and suffering on the
cross acquires its full meaning and becomes a model for us. The incarnation
and the Eucharist both refer to the same choice and the same fundamental
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attitude. Christ's divinity emphasizes to the extreme the value of his
humanity and eucharistic presence as examples:

Let everyone be struck with fear, let the whole world tremble, and let tle
heavens exrrlt when Christ, the Son of the living God, is present on the
altar in the hands ofa priestl O wonderfirl loftiness and stupendous dignity!
O sublime humility! O humble sublimity! The Lord of the universe, God
and the Son of God, so humbles himself.... Brothers, look at the humility of
God.... Humble yourselves.... Hold back nothing of yourselves for
yourselves, that he who gives himself totally to you may receive you totally
(LtOrd 26-29).

Francis's discovery and Christian proposal starts here, from the life
of Christ, the constant symbol and realization of this radical and incredible
divine "reversal." If the Christian lifestyle in history wishes to "follow the
footprints of Christ," it must repeat his profound and different logic,
opposed to the logic introduced in history by Adam's disobedience. The
mystery of the utter gratuitousness of God's self-gift in the Son who became
poor, humble and suffering, reveals its redemptive meaning by opening a
new window in history, contrary to the logic of possessions, power, and self-
affirmation that led to the original fall.

The choice of Francis and his followers is summarized and
symbolized in the verse "to follow the footprints of Christ" (1 Pet 2:21).It
recurs, not accidentally, in several important passages in the writings, with a

series of variations that attest to its many practical consequences. It
summarizes the invitation Christ left us (2LtF l3), it expresses the basic
choice of the Friars Minor @R I, 1), it recalls specific attitudes of Christ
that the brothers must imitate in their relations with others @R )OilI, 2), it
offers Leo the single criterion by which to judge his actions (LtL 3), it gives

the reason and is the way to offer God a hymn of praise and thanlagiving
(OfP VII, 8;XV, 13).

"To follow the footprints of Christ" means to live "according to the
pattern of the Holy Gospel" (lest 14). The criteria for judging, together
with the actions, prohibitions and parables offered by Francis in his writings
represent the many aspects of this fundamental choice, They are also its
concrete expression, historically adapted to situations and circumstances.

Just as the incarnation of Christ takes place in history, in terms and in a

manner that characterize its entire course, so the "following of Christ" does

not take place outside of time, but in specific situations that can embody
before others and concretely re-express its underlying logic. That is why
Francis's choice is also a social choice. He chooses to live as poor among the
poor, abolishing the difference of status and rank that traditionally
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distinguished the "voluntary poor" from other poor. But being poor in the
thirteenth century was not so much a matter of lacking material goods. In
the langr,rage of the time, "poor" was the opposite not only of "rich" but also

of "powerful" (Mollat 1974, l3ff, and 1978, 1lff). For this reason Francis
and his followers worked with their hands (begging only if their work did
not provide enough to live on), were subject to all, without any kind of
security or protection, without education or other instruments of power,

without fixed dwellings (Miccoli 1991, 58-71).

Indeed, living "like other poor" is the necessary premise for a fully
authentic Christian witness. In Francis's choice there are no "ways of
feeling" that are not translated and concretely expressed by a "way ofbeing."
From the Admonitions to Trae and Perfect |oy, ftom the Earlier Rule to the
Letter to the Faitbful to the Testament, there is a constant insistence, there are

the same examples, expressed in a series of behaviors and situations that
repeat this one basic theme. Even Francis's prayer, totally focused on
speaking with God, praising and glorifying him, totally interwoven with
words from Scripture (and thus drawing on these words), cannot be

extrapolated from this context or understood outside it. To follow Christ
means to assume the condition of Christ as Son and Word of the Father, to
become with him children of the Father and thus able to speak to the Father
using his very words (Menestd 1994a, 172{f). Francis's prayer originates and

becomes possible only within the following of Christ and in the situations
where this is to be expressed. For it is through the Son that we are able to
encounter the Father, who then recognizes us other children as his own:

And they will be the children of the heavenly Father, whose works they do.

And they are spouses, brothers and mothers of our Lord Jesus Christ. We
are spouses when the faithful soul is united by the Holy Spirit to our Lord

Jesus Christ. We are brotlters, moreover, when we do the will of his Father
who is in heaven; mothers when we carry him in our heart and body
through love and a pure and sincere consciencel and give him birth through
a holy activity, which must shine before others by example (2LtF 49-53).

In recent years, this passage has been the subject of many brilliant analyses

(Matura 1990,38-39; Frugoni 1993, 119-20; Dalarun 1994,47-48). What
prompts me to repeat it here is the centrality of the figure of Christ, thanks

to the many family relationships with him that are created when we follow
his example. The description of the works, attitudes and behavior of the

"faithful" refers to the statement, in the passage that precedes this one, that
they are to find their example in Christ's incarnation, life and obedience
(2LtF 13). Neither here nor elsewhere is the "vertical" relationship (with the
Father, through the Son, in the light of the Holy Spirit) ever separated from
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the "horizontal" relationship, which by choosing to live in poverty among
the poor repeats the model of the poor and submissive Chrisi. A traditional
theme in patristic and medieval spirituality (Desbonnets and Vorreux 196g,
p. 119, n. 12) becomes uniquely concrete as seen by Francis, whose view was
shaped by and resulted from an individual and collective experience lived
within society, through identification with the least of its -.-b"r..

Herein lies his entire proposal, or project, if you wish. This twofold
identification (Christ and the poor-or better, the poor because of a desire
to be like Christ) precludes and rules out proposals that would go beyond
this. The fact that Francis has no project witl respect to the Church and
society is a result of this identification. The only ,,project,, proposed by
Francis and his brothers is to bear witness in history, by their-lives, to th;
lifestyle of Christ, to follow his example in all its radicalness, freely, without
looking for temporal successes or spiritual victories. That is why true joy for
Francis lies in suffering and patiently accepting rejection by the brotirers,
and not in the Order's victories, the spread of the faith or th; conversion of
nonbelievers. So, if we are to freely love and accept our persecutors, we must
reach the point of zor wishing "that they be better Christians,, (LtMin 7). It
is impossible to understand this statement in the traditional prevailing view,
which (it is no accident) has led many copyists and mode* 

"dito., 
to delete

the "not" (thus even the edition of Boccali 1918, p. 222) or eliminate the
phrase altogether (cfr. Esser 1976,229-30; Godet 1981, p. 262, n.l).

Francis and his followers are only the bearers in history of these
"new signs of heaven and earth which are great and extraordinary in the
sight of God yet regarded as of little importance by many religious and
others" (lltCust l). What they propose to give is only a *itness and
example, leaving everything else to the grace and mercy of God, to whom
alone they owe their choice. (That is why the entire story of Francis,s
conversion and the formation of the fraternity as told in the Testament is
punctuated by "The Lord gave me," "The Lord revealed to me,,, etc.).
Francis's orthodoxy, his complete submission to Rome, are rooted in this
basic attitude (Miccoli 1991,72f1). The first way for the brothers to live
"among the Saracens and nonbelievers" is to be subject to them, not
engaging in arguments or disputes, and to acknowledge that they themselves
are Christians @R X\4, 6). Only "when they see it pleases the Lord,, can
they announce his Word in order that the unbelievers might be baptized
(ER XVI, 7). Their first obligation is to bear witness, not judge or condemn.
They are only to propose, by their own life, a lifestyle different from those
that prevail, conscious that they are not the usual instruments of power,
learning and strength who can explain to others the meaning of the life of
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Christ. This is the distinctive and strong element in Francis's Christian
proposal.

The evolution of the Order that began from him and the primitive
fraternity would be different and along largely different paths. He was sadly
aware of this during the last years of his life. There is ample evidence of it in
his writings. The anxieties, regrets and severe statements in the Testarnent

are a clear expression of it (Merlo 1991b,36-40). Also to be situated in this
context is the long retreat on LaVerna, where Francis wrote the Praisu of
God and the Blessingfor Brotber Leo. According to the notes made by Leo on
the chartula containing the autographs, and according to later biographers,
this retreat culminated in the vision of the Seraph and the appearance on
Francis's body of the stigmata, "as if he had hung on the cross with the Son
of God"(lC 90). Chiara Frugoni's recent and extraordinary book has traced
the history of this episode, which was central in the life of Francis.
According to her, the "stigmata" were entirely posthumous: it was actually
Elias who "interpreted" the wounds on the corpse of Francis as such,

although in reality they were the manifestation of his illnesses and sufferings
(Frugoni 1993).

This is certainly not the place to discuss these conclusions in depth.
For the history of the expression and gradual clarification of a cult and
belief, in texts and images, Frugoni's book represents an extremely
important step. But the LaVerna event remains, it seems to me, an open

question. The questions by Jacques Dalarun in this regard sum up a

fundamental aspect of it (Dalarun 1996,33-34). We cannot help but wonder
whether the omissions and the discrepancies among the first witnesses

@lias, Leo, Thomas of Celano in the First Life and in the Legend for Use in
the Choi) are the calculated result of conscious manipulation (when they are

not expressing unease about a story they know differs from what is being
said). Or are they perhaps due instead to the nature of the texts and their
internal rules, texts that are used in different ways to testiE/ to an unheard-of
event, to affirm and explain its reality (which, after all, was what mattered to
them) rather than to contradict, correct or secretly v/age war with each

other.

In any case, the testimony of Leo would appear to be absolutely
clear. It is not much use trying to determine when it was written (not an easy

task), because the most important thing is that he wished to leave it as a

souvenir of an extraordinary event:

Two years before his death, the blessed Francis spent forty days on Mount
LaVerna.... And the Lord's hand was upon him. After the vision and

message of the Seraph and the impression of Christ's stigmata upon his
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body, he composed these praises written on the other side of this page and

wrote them in his own hand, thanking God for the kindness bestowed on
him (ed. Esser 1978, p.92).

The praises of thanksgiving to God "for the kindness bestowed on
him" refer to the vision of the Seraph and to the impression of the stigmata'
The "kindness" includes both; both are part of one and the same event

whose final manifestation is the praises of thanksgiving to God. Is Leo
speaking of the stigmata in a metaphorical sense, imitating Galatians 6:17

@rugoni 1993,76-77)? This is hard to imagine if he is writing after Elias's
letter to the Order announcing the death of Francis and the miracle of the
stigmata,' and if he is one of the four companions who, with Elias, are one of
Thomas of Celano's chief sources for the events of those years (lC 102).

That would explain, if we continue to believe the text of Elias's "encyclical
letter," Thomas's extremely careful explanation of what is hastily
summarized in the letter. The statement attributed by Salimbene to Leo,
that the body of the dead Francis "looked exacdy like a man who had been
crucified" (Chronicle, p. 282), agrees with what Thomas of Celano says in
the introduction to his description of the stigmata: "In fact, there appeared

in him [Francis] the form of the cross and passion of the spodess lamb.... It
seemed he had just been taken down front tbe ross.... " (l C I l2). But this says

notlring more or different from what Thomas had already written in the
prologue to Book II of the First Life about the "great sacrament" implicit in
that appearance. Thus, based on the sources, we cannot distinguish in any
way between what the body of Francis was and showed, and what could be

seen or recognized on it: "For the venerable father was in fact marked in five
parts of his body with the marks of the passion and the cross, ,r if he bad

hang on the cross with tbe Son of God " (lC 90). In short, the primary sources

that write about the stigmata do not allow us to establish a real difference in
their perception of the phenomenon, and thus in their testimony. If this is
true, I do not see how historians can fail to take into account the substantial

agreement of the sources in this regard. It is only by starting from this
observation, and from it alone, that further studies of that event can be

attempted.

If we accept Frugoni's construction, the figure of Elias and his role
itself create difficulties. If we want to suggest that we are dealing with an

tA..rocca 1995b has expressed well-founded doubts about the authenticity
of this letter. The question will need to be considered again. Still, the fact remains
that Jordan of Giano (ChrJG 50) mentions how Elias, after Francis's death,
"addressed a letter of consolation to the brothers throughout the Order," in which
he made known to them the miracle of the stigmata. There is no reason to doubt this
testimony. In any case, then, Elias is still the first to have wriften about the stigmata.
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"invention" by Elias,.expressed by exaggerating appearances and obviouslycontrary to the belief of Leo and th" Jii.r"r, present, then I think we mustalso accept the ambiguous and slightly sinistei image of him left us (thoughnot without obviou.s exaggerationJ ani contraai"ti"iO [yG; l;;;, historicalmemory of the Order, whrch w-as bitterly partisan. These brief observationsmust suffice to show that the ,,lor1y 
days1, on LaVerna and the uil ,fr. eventsthat surrounded the writing of the piaisu and the BirC i;brrther Leo(separately) srill raise impoitant questions and issues lUrr,iJ" m. do 1993,

13 l-56 md 1994c, 261-62).

Francis,s writings give us a field of research that we will still be ableto mine for a long time. The studies of Optatus Van Asseldonk on Francis,suse of the apostolic letters.and-:,h:, gqlf4 r.rr, (V;;;r;irl-onk 1985),those of Norbert Nguyen-Van_Khanl, 
"ia 

Thrda6" Mrtor" on iis .eligioosvocabulary for Christ e.{guyen_Van_Khanh l9g4) and th" f,"th", (Matura1990) offer points and fruiiful suggestions fq fu;.; a"""f.ir""t (even
5hough 

a few things are forced t]o" fit irrto their systems). The pages of
Jacques Le Goff, Cortado Bologna, ettiiio-n"rtoli Langeli and JacquesDalarun on the culture and cultur"al models of Francis and the Friars Minorhave opened new and,important windows (L. Goff 1973 andilsi; notog.r,1982 and 1983; Bartoli Langeli l9g4; Dalarun 

l99a).Read again in light ofthe writings, the biogr"pli., themselres and the ,r"riorrr'h"giographic
collections can produci valuable results f- ; k""ild;;;f i..ffis and forthe history of the O1d1, its problems and divisionr.h;rJ--by ChiaraFrugoni and Jacques Dalarun on the ,,manipulatior,r;"r.J;r"_p."sentations,,
of the figure of Francis over time, in images and texts, also refers fromvarious perspectives to the original event that set in motion those"manipulations" and 

.,,re-presentjions,,@rugoni 1993; Dalaru n 1994 and1996). Grado Merlo,s suggestion that we broaden our view to includecontemporary religious movements, especially the org"_r"aio, anddevelopment of the Order.of preachers, iJ ,n ,pt reminder of the need tolook at the entire context in order to situate thl v"riourli*o*Lr" -or"precisely in. history. The recent and very ,t o.orrgh .i 
" 

6 RobertoRusconi under the heading ,,Francesco 
d,,Assisi,' in tf,e Diziinaio biografico

degli italiani marks an endpoint, while at the same time pointing the way tothat new and differently-constructed biography of trrrrr.ir'ti"t f.rto."historians will perhaps ihirrk th.y 
"rr, 

*ii,. (itusconi ..d.r.;. nrt *hrtremains above all is to,work 
".oori the. powerful nucleus of hi, .rr"rr"g. ,rdexperience, to which thl mlny ,pproa.hls pursued by r.r."..lr".s toa"yrviil

be able to add greater d.pth ,nd , *or" .ir.t ,itortion in history. That, inmy opinion, is the reason why, historically speaking, F.;;;-;7:,p"rr"g.,,
that cannot be ignored.
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Critical Note

An exhaustive picture of Franciscan histor/r and thus also of the fate
of Francis's writings, is provided by Stanislao da Campagnola. 1974b. The
following notes make no claim to reconstmct the editorial course and
fortunes of the writings, but only to refer to the major critical studies that
have dealt with them in general terms, starting with Sabatier. For Sabatier,
besides the Etude ritique des sources that precedes his Vie de saint Franqois
d.'Assise (Sabatier 1893, )OOil/I-XLIV), we should also mention his Exarnen
de tluelques tr&aaax rdcents sar les Opuscules de saint Frangois (Sabatier 1904).
The first critical editions were published about the same time. One of these,
by Father Leonard Lemmens, was sponsored by the Quaracchi group that
was involved in editing the sources of the Order: Opusaila tancti patris
Francisci ,*sisiensis (Lemmens 1904). The other, edited by H. Boehmer,
Analecten zar Gescbicbte des Franziskus uon Assisi (Boehmer 1904; later
updated editions by F. Wiegand and C. Andresen). For the Canticle of
Brotber Sun, Yittore Branca's 1948 edition remains basic (now in Branca
tee+).

Passing over the many translations published in various languages
during the following decades, among the critical studies that preceded the
imposing work of preparing for a new edition, at least the following should
be mentioned: Cambell 1954 and 1965; Clasen 1967 (basic article for
identiSring and describing t}re various collections of Franciscan writings); D.
Vorreux, Ecrits de Saint Frangols in Desbonnets and Vorreux 1968, 23-32
(intelligent summary of the questions still under discussion).

For the direct preparations for the new edition cfr. Esser and Oliger
1972; Esser 1973; Kurten 1975. The edition by K. Esser, Die "Opuscula" dcs

hl. Franziskus aon Assisi. Neue textkritische Edition (1976), had an editio ruinor
(Esser 1978) and a second-new, enlarged and improved-edition (which
also included the exhortation Aadite poaerelle addressed to the Ladies of San
Damiano), edited by E. Grau (Esser 1989). For bibliography on the writings
in general, on the individual works and their themes, see the ample list
(updated to 1987) that precedes the previous work (XVII-XLrV). Among
the later editions, which essentially follow the text established by Esser as

their reference point, it is worth consulting Desbonnets, Godet, Matura and
Vorreux 1981, for its excellent introductions. A basic tool for study of the
writings of Francis, based on Esser's edition, is provided by Godet and
Mailleux 1976.

For the use of Francis's writings in historiography cfr. Grau 1972. A
good presentation of them in Italian is offered by Paolazzi 1992. The need
to refer to the writings as a filter and touchstone for analyzing and judging
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the picture offered by the biographies has been pointed out for some time:

cfr., among others, Clasen 1966, p. 29; Maallra 1981, 80-81; Flood 1985,

1 1 8- I 9; Zafarana 1 987; Miccoh 199 l, 40ff and 220-21.
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